Comfort
AN EYE TO

Insulate interiors from the outside in to ensure a
snug temperature, enhanced with cosseting
touches to encourage a luxurious sense of warmth

ABOVE Along with

providing pictorial
colour, tapestries
have historically been
used as an ingenious
method to keep warm
air trapped within the
room. Interior design
by Douglas
Mackie Design.
OPPOSITE A built-in
bookcase installed
along the wall is
an effective way
to stop draughts.
Interior design by
Jess Lavers Design.

T

o create a home that provides a warm
embrace during cold weather requires a
combination of practical warmth and visual
cosiness. Naturally, heating our homes in
the most efficient way is a matter of selecting the right
practical choices, starting with architectural aspects,
such as insulation. However, perhaps surprisingly,
designers agree that the concept of visual warmth is
just as, if not more, important because it has a placebo
effect, convincing us that we are snug and toasty. From
tactile textures to window and wall treatments, clever
interior choices create schemes that exude cosiness.
Director of Gramlick Designs, Katharine Rutherford,
says “Warmth is not just a question of heat, but also
atmosphere. As well as soft furnishings, rooms can
appear warmer just with the choice of lighting,
especially if you use soft, low lighting, such as lamps.”
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LAYERS OF COMFORT
The idea of layering is arguably most important in the
bedroom. Today, duvets have become a staple
bedlinen, whereas prior to their introduction to the
UK in the seventies multiple blankets were required. It
is important to have a different thickness of duvet for
summer and winter. Interior Designer, Joanna Wood,
recommends a winter duvet tog rating of 15, “For
hibernation purposes!” Even with a thick duvet, extra
layers are often needed, and provide a visually inviting
bedscape. Wood suggests layering the bed with an
eiderdown and faux fur throw, she elaborates, “I like to
use sheets over the top of a duvet and layer the bed
with extra blankets where necessary. I also have a pure
silk woven blanket, which is wonderful.”
Placing rugs on the floor is another way to use layers
to keep heat in place. Wood explains, “I like to put 

ABOVE A medley of

soft furnishings in
deep colours and
brighter hues lift the
soft green backdrop
of this sitting room.
Velvet cushions and a
textured carpet lend
a tangible image of
comfort. Interior
design by Charlotte
Crosland Interiors.

rugs under the bed as it really traps all the heat in, and,
of course, the bigger the rug the more draught-proofing
it creates.” Flooring specialist, Roger Oates, advises,
“Seasonally transform a room by adding textured wool
rugs in rich colours for a cocooning effect, and use
neutral, smooth cotton rugs for spring and summer.”
WINDOW TREATMENTS
Windows are an easy surface through which heat can
escape, so it is important to insulate the surrounding
with the right fabric treatments. Rutherford explains:
“The density of the curtain is important; a really good
pair of thickly interlined, floor-length curtains, made
in a fabric with a good drape, is going to make any
room substantially warmer.”Wood always recommends
hanging full-length curtains with a bump interlining to
add another layer of protection. Finishing the window
treatment with a pelmet adds another barrier to stop
heat escaping. “We also use something called a
lambrequin which is effectively a large trim on a
pelmet, but is great for getting an extra layer of draught
protection,” reveals Wood. In certain properties,
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full-length curtains may not seem a viable option,
Rutherford comments, “Where radiators are fitted
under the window, you can still fit long curtains on a
pole, as the warm air can then circulate over the top.”
However, where long curtains seem impractical, there
are other effective options: “Shutters are especially
useful in cottages where the windows are small, and
there isn’t space for large curtains,” says Rutherford.
WARMTH UNDERFOOT
Similar to bedlinen, there is a tog rating for carpets.
Carpet Foundation founder, Rupert Anton, explains,
“In the same way that heavy curtains insulate
single-glazed windows, a carpet ensures a cosier room,
because carpet is heat retentive. The higher the tog
rating of the carpet, the more insulating it is.” A tog
rating over 2.00 creates the greatest warmth underfoot.
Anton explains, “Carpets with the highest thermal
insulation properties tend to be the heaviest, thickest
and more luxurious. Underlays also have an influence
and combine with the tog value of the carpet to
determine the thermal insulation.” Rutherford

CLOCKWISE FROM
ABOVE Billowing

layers of sumptuous
bedlinen look
particularly enticing
in a classic iron bed.
Sophie double bed,
£599, excluding
mattress and delivery,
The Wrought Iron &
Brass Bed Company
A smart trim extends
the draught
protection offered
by a pelmet.
Interior design by
Highgate House.
Aristotle Greek key
border, from £60 a
metre, Samuel & Sons
Visually, throws in
varying textures seem
all the more cosy.
Wilderness textiles,
from £16, Sainsbury’s

When we first climb into bed,
warmth is vital to drift into
a comfortable slumber.
According to Gingerlily, this
mulberry silk bedlinen adjusts
to body temperature to
ensure warmth when needed.
Tropical nightsilk bedlinen,
from £29, Gingerlily
RIGHT Rugs help trap heat
underfoot; choose a natural
material for maximum warmth.
Tapis D’Avignon felt rug, 210cm
x 213cm, £1,692, Roger Oates

adds: “Anything natural always lends warmth, so as
well as the obvious wool carpets and rugs, I would
suggest sisal or jute, and cork floors in bathrooms.” Be
sure to check the material is suitable around water.
Stone floors benefit from underfloor heating, Wood
explains: “This creates the most even coverage of heat
with the same temperature maintained across a room
or house, leaving no icy corners.”Water-based systems
are sometimes unfeasible to install beneath an existing
floor. The alternative is electric underfloor heating,
“which is brilliant, as it can be turned on by the flick
of a switch like an electric blanket,” remarks Wood.
Heated floors can even change living habits, “Garden
rooms really benefit from underfloor heating, as they
have a larger amount of windows than other rooms,
and the underfloor heating keeps the room suitable
for year-round use,” says Rutherford.
STYLISH WALLS
Although more expensive than most wallcoverings,
fabric walls are an effective investment. “For locking in
heat I would always recommend fabric walling because
the interlining between the wall and the fabric is very
effective at catching draughts and keeping heat in the
room,” endorses Wood. For a less dramatic solution
Rutherford suggests, “Bookcases also provide another
layer to the walls, whilst giving you the opportunity to
decorate the room with all sorts of colourful book
spines and ornaments.”

CLOCKWISE FROM
TOP LEFT Patterns

can help a small
room feel cosy.
Shepperton carpet in
white, £148 a square
meter, Stark Carpets
Tongue-and-groove
affixed to battening
creates an insulating
air buffer around
walls. Interior by
Sims-Hilditch.
This room has
changeable covers
for summer and
winter, “In the short,
dark days of winter
the deep-red fire
hues (below) work
well with the lower
light levels, making
the room rich and
inviting,”says
Rutherford. Interior
by Gramlick Designs.
A textured wing-back
chair offers tactile
protection from chills.
Chair fabric in Sabine,
£105 a metre; cushion
in Arlay Stripe, £89 a
metre, both Colefax
and Fowler.
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There is nothing like an open fire or wood-burner for creating a cosy
atmosphere; just seeing a live flame makes the room feel inviting
PRACTICAL ELEMENTS
Making sure our homes keep heat trapped inside
begins with examining the architectural structure.
Chief executive of the National Insulation Association,
Neil Marshall, reveals: “An astounding 58 per cent of
heat can be lost through uninsulated walls and roofs.”
Many of us believe our homes are properly insulated
when, in fact, they could be much better insulated.
The Energy Saving Trust states that, by installing cavity
wall insulation, savings of up to £275 a year can be
made on heating costs, and installing loft insulation
can result in a saving of £240 a year; both of which can
be installed in a couple of hours. Insulating solid walls
is even more effective at keeping warm air inside, but it
is a longer installation process. If installing insulation

in a period property, Rutherford advices, “Obtain
professional advice when retro-fitting insulation in
older properties, so you get the right balance between
insulation and ventilation; getting it wrong can result
in damp.” For expert advice consult a National
Insulation Association-registered installer.
Straddling the line between visual and practical
warmth, fires instantly ensure a warm environment.
Rutherford enthuses, “There is nothing like an open
fire or wood-burner for creating a cosy atmosphere;
even if it is not required for the heat, just seeing a live
flame makes the room feel inviting.” General manager
of the Solid Fuel Association, Jim Lambeth, explains
“With open fires people are looking for the radiant
heat, cheeriness and cosiness that comes from the

CLOCKWISE FROM
TOP LEFT Contact

a HETAS installer to
ensure a stove is the
correct dimension
to heat the room.
Huntingdon 30 stove,
£1,449; Pembroke
mantel, £639, Stovax
A well-insulated
window seat is a joy.
Windows, from
£4,095, Mumford
& Wood
Spot lighting brings a
soft and cheery glow.
Domeo, £95, Loaf
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ABOVE A classic

FEATURE SUZANNA BALL

range cooker will
generate a desirable
level of heat.
Kitchens from
£25,000, the Bath
Kitchen Company
MIDDLE Consider
placing radiators
against interior
walls so heat is
not lost through
an exterior wall.
Cast iron radiator,
£435.46, The
Radiator Centre
BOTTOM Combine
protection with
traditional appeal.
Opening bronze
window, £535, 50cm
x 105cm; glass with
applied lead, £90,
Architectural Bronze
Casements

physiological effects of an open fire, but you get more
heat output from a stove than you would an open fire.
As a rule, if you look at the manufacturer’s stated heat
output from a stove it is probably going to be double
that of an open fire.” Burning wood, whether on a fire
or in a stove gives a quick response, where as solid fuel
will burn for much longer periods of time, hence
multifuel stoves are popular because they offer the
chance to choose the type and speed of heat required.
Creating warmth inside is of little use if it escapes
through the window, so the right glazing is key. “Triple
glazing comes at high cost and is not necessarily
justified when comparing comfort with financial
savings,” managing director of Mumford & Wood,
Frank Buckley, says. “Consider using a double-glazed
system with an upgrade in the glass specification.” For
older properties consult a specialist timber-window
manufacturer, “even replacing an old, poorly fitting
single-glazed window with a modern single-glazed
alternative immediately reduce draughts and rattles.”
At the heart of a home, range cookers offer a
traditional heating option. Mark Blewitt of Esse
explains, “The cooker and boiler on our centralheating models each have their own burner, so they
can be controlled entirely independently of each other.
You can choose to have a cooker on without the
heating or vice versa. [If selecting a gas model] consider
a flueless model because there is no flue from which
to lose heat unnecessarily.” n
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